ACROSS

1. Prang, to the emerg. services
4. Inquires
8. Bowie at the ___
12. 'If our wages were higher, we'd find it easier to ___'
13. Temporary accommodation
14. Close to Kent?
15. Wise guy?
16. Opinion
18. Sun, Star etc
20. It's a more yellowy brown than 19
21. ___ set
22. Pa:David :: Ma:___
23. Black brews
24. ___ Market
26. 'I hate to say this, but...' 
28. Long.'s opp.
29. 'May that night be barren; ___ shout of joy be heard in it' (Job 3:7)
30. 'To help, ___ least, to do no harm' (Hippocrates)
31. Between games and matches
32. Peer pressure
35. Abbrev. in RA
38. A sewer's outputs are this
39. Pub-permitted projectiles
43. (with 43) ___-to-___
44. Besides
45. Their flowers are fashioned for fizz
46. Decorated
48. 'I like this matador'
49. Humiliate in the 'hood
50. 'Oh, that a man might know the end of this day's business ___ come!' (Julius Caesar)
51. Most people do them
54. [with title] theme instruction
56. Nice ideas?
57. 'What ___-down!'
58. e.g. hammer or anvil
59. Flights from the Feds
60. Costly cameras
61. Not up
62. a.k.a. bovver boots

DOWN

1. ___ Your Side (Eurythmics); ___ My Side (Nicki Minaj)
2. Flat (DIY); not flat (music)
3. A sewer might replace this
4. Woeful way to waken
6. Low-down joint
7. Walford East is a fict'l one
8. Clog
9. Clipped-around cavity
10. Beseech
11. Quaint commands
12. 'I Love NY; I ___'
13. Farage blamed immigrants for one
14. Caesar's 'Not you as well!'
15. Farage blamed immigrants for one
16. 'Not ayes'
17. It's a tawnier brown than 20
18. War___
19. One way to watch The Emoji Movie
20. First half, booster-seat query
21. Unreal kind of tennis?
22. The boxes have none of these
23. Ed Balls was one
24. ___ of 43
25. JFK's predecessor?
26. Shape-shifters
27. Snark source
28. e.g. Putin in 2014
29. Buys back
30. Early forms of transport
31. Sound of a serpent?
32. It has an annual Eel Day
33. 'are not's, innit
34. Rowed
35. Quarter-pounder?
36. 'Priere ____ pas toucher'
37. Reverse-engineered cheese?
38. CFO's qualif'n